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Disclaimer
This e-book has been written for information purposes only. Every effort has been made to make this eguide as accurate and complete as possible.
However, there may be mistakes in typography or content. This e-guide provides information only up to
the publishing date. Therefore, this e-guide should be used as a guide and not as the ultimate source. The
purpose of this e-guide is to educate.
The author and the publisher does not warrant that the information contained in this e-guide is fully
complete and shall not be responsible for any errors or omissions.
The author and publisher shall neither liability nor responsibility to any person or entity with respect to
any loss or damage caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by the e-guide.
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Building An Engaged Email List
Building your email list should be your rst priority, I know there’s a saying going around that email is
dead, just take a minute to look in your inbox and tell me if that’s true? I’ll wait 😀
Just look at businesses large and small, everytime you go to their website they are asking you to signup
on their email list to either receive some sort of incentive, like free shipping or 20% off your rst order,
this should tell you how important building your email list is.
Take a moment and examine the emails that are sent to you from brands and coaches that you love.
Organize your emails into categories. Promotions, Challenges, Optins, Webinars.
You can gain some valuable information from their emails:

Headlines
Copy (how they word their email)
Offers
Promotions
Now you have a good idea of what goes into getting your customers attention, I am not saying use their
ideas verbatim, but utilize it as a guide when drafting your own emails.
Once you have a clear plan as to what product or service you are creating, then you can begin developing
a process to take them through your sales funnel.
Another reason why it’s a good practice to plan out your emails in advance is, you want to continue to
keep your brand before your audience, or else they will lose interest and opt-out, you also don’t want
them just sitting on your email list.
Creating Email Campaigns
Your money is in your list, and this is why it is important to be constantly list building. When you have
offers you can promote them to your list and give them coupon codes and free shipping as an incentive to
being on your list.
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One way to kill an email list is to give them a free resource and never follow up and just leave them
hanging there, after a while when you do send them an email your open rates will be low or non-existent.
Begin by creating an email campaign for what you’re promoting, but rst, you want to nurture, nurture, nurture. I
don’t know about you, but I get annoyed when I just signed up on someone’s list to receive a free resource, and the
next email is trying to sell me something.
Wait a minute I don’t even know about your brand, that’s like going out with someone on a rst date and they ask you
to marry them, that would be so weird Ĕ You have to build a relationship with your subscribers telling them about
your business and how you can solve their problems.
Create a FaceBook group and invite them there so you can continue to give them more content about your brand
and how you can help them.
Targeted Email Campaign
1. Welcome Letter (thanking them for downloading the free resource)
2. Email within the next 2 days You can use getresponse for your email autoresponder to drip out your emails.
(This email is inquiring if they have taken action on the information in the free resource) this is where you can
have a link to your Facebook group so you can continue to give them value.
3. Next dripped email can ask them a question, where are they stuck at, you can guide them to reply to the email
or join your Facebook Group where you can answer their question via live or recorded video.
4. Next dripped email can be a free resource that you have already created and it’s a bonus because you
appreciate them being a subscriber.
5. The next dripped email can be about a free webinar or challenge that’s in your Facebook group so they have
to be a member to get the free content.
6. The next email is about an upcoming offer that you have and for them being a subscriber you are giving them
an incentive to purchase a coupon code/ free shipping/ discount, you give them a heads up when the
product/service will be available with a cut off date because you want them to know it’s for a limited time.
7. The next email is what you are promoting with the discount in the email.
This is a targeted email campaign and you can rinse and repeat this process for all of your promotions. You have just
created an email sales funnel via nurturing your subscribers.
Now what you want to do with those who are already part of your Facebook Group is to segment them so this way
you’re not constantly sending them emails to join your group.
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Segmenting your email list is a great way to send your subscribers the information they want instead of random
emails.
When you send out emails ask your subscribers what content would they like to recieve from you, this will ensure
your open rates are higher.
And for those subscribers who haven’t opened up your emails within the last 30-60 days remove them, your goal is
to create a clean list with engaged subscribers.
Each time you create an email campaign determine what is your end goal and reverse engineer your emails to give
value so when they get to the offer it’s a no brainer to purchase.
Welcome Series
A welcome series is a set of messages that you have set to go out on various days for those who are new subscribers
to your list.
The welcome series is to get them familiar with your brand it's a way of onboarding them as vip's to your list. Here
are some emails that you can send out as your welcome email series.
1. Freebie/Welcome (goes immediately
2. A link to one of you most popular podcast or videos (send after 24hrs)
3. Your personal story of how you got started and why. (send after 2 days)
4. Send a link to a PDF that has a list of the tools you use in your business. (Send a day after the last email)
5. Send an email asking them a question of where there struggle is and invite them to join your Facebook group
where they can ask the question and receive feedback from you on a live video. Insert Facebook group link in email.
(send this email (1 day after the last email)
These examples keep your subscribers engaged and this allows for your open rates to be higher. WARNING, do not
ood your subscribers with emails everyday, or you will run the risk of having low open rates or unsubscribes. let
them know in the 1st welcome message how many times you will email them.
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How to Get Your Emails Opened
Before you can get any results from email marketing, your list needs to be full of targeted and interested audience
members. The next important aspect is getting your emails opened. Let’s explore the different ways in which you can
entice your audience to open your emails so that they can receive the value of your messages.
Build Trust and Relationships From the moment they provide their email address and join your list, it’s time to use
every opportunity to establish trust, promote your expertise, and build a relationship with each member of your
email list. You can accomplish this by understanding the process your prospect goes through once they provide
their information.
Then use each step of that process to reinforce what your promises are.
Thank You Page – Depending on how you have set up your system your audience may be taken directly to the thank
you/ download page to download the opt-in. This is where you can explain what they can expect from your email
messages, along with the download instructions.
This page not only provides info but shows respect and appreciation to your subscriber, which is important to
building a trusting relationship.
Double Opt-in Message – If you’re using an email system that requires a double opt-in message, readers may be
taken to instructions about opting in for your list so that they can receive download instructions. You begin to build
trust by explaining that you use the double opt-in for their safety and security as well as to verify that they want to
receive the info requested.
First Email – Once someone opts-in and/or veri es the opt-in, you will need to send the rst email, also called the
“welcome” email. Although you may have given the reader all of the information needed, it’s important to remind
them of the info and links in an “of cial” message.
Be sure to thank them and let them know when to expect the next email. These rst messages are often part of an
autoresponder series. Remember, when you make these promises to your prospects you need to stick to them. So,
don’t blow smoke.
Tell them exactly what to expect, when to expect it, how it will work, and follow through. Let them know how often
you’ll send emails, the type of information they will contain, and other pertinent information.
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Create Actionable, Personalized Subject Lines
If your subject line doesn’t resonate with the person receiving it, they’re not going to open it. If it looks like it’s from a
stranger, or someone they don’t know, like, or trust they’re not going to open it.
These tips will help you create subject lines that really make sense to your recipients, ensure more emails are
opened, which means your audience is more likely to answer your calls to action.
Be Clear Not Clever – When you create an effective subject line ensure it both considers your audience and your
goals while conveying a sense of urgency. The more you can personalize the subject line the better. Avoid the use of
puns, unless it really works with your audience, because you want them to know what’s in the email.
Ensure Your Subject Line Matches Your Email Copy – Don’t try to trick your email recipients into opening an email
with a subject line that doesn’t match the copy of the email. What is the email about, who is it to, and what is the
bene t for them to opening it? Try to express that in the subject line.
Use a Friendly Reply Email -- Don’t use a “no reply” or look too corporate with your reply email address. When
possible, use your name. People are more likely to open your email message if they feel it came from someone that
they know. You want your audience to be able to hit reply to send you a message if something in the email resonates
with them. It builds trust.
Email subject lines that are actionable, personalized, and relevant are more likely to be opened than emails that use
trickery to get people to open them.
Sure, we’ve all been fooled by an interesting subject line that tricked us to open it, only to nd information that was
not relevant. This is not a good practice for a business owner who wants to earn money through email marketing.
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Research Your Market
Doing a keyword search is vital, performing this task lets you know what your audience is looking for. Here is the
link for a blog post tutorial that shows how to use a tool called Keywords Everywhere.
Here is an example of how this tool can help you with creating your leadmagnets based on your keyword search.

With this tool you can also download the CSV le to see what topics you can create based on the number of people
who are looking for it. Now creating content to build your list becomes doable, as well as creating the products that
assist in solving your target customers problem.
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Keyword Search Resources
Here’s a list of keyword tools to get you started some are free and some are paid subscriptions, choose what’s best
for your business and rock it out!
SEMrush
AnswerThePublic
Buzzsumo
Ubersuggest
Now that you have the basics it's time to get started in building that list. Place your links and send traf c to your
landing pages have social share buttons to encourages shares of your free offers, and last but not least have
patience.
Rome was not built in a day...however consistency is key and before you know it you will have an engaged list of
subscribers who become fans and customers of your products and services.
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Setting Up Highly Targeted Opt-In Offers to Grow Your List Quickly
One advantage of doing business online is the ability to set up multiple sale funnels, which offer opt-in freebies and
info, in exchange for the reader joining a mailing list.
Setting up highly targeted opt-in offers, in order to grow your list, is the key to your success. An opt-in offer is
essentially an ethical bribe that you give your audience to make them want to provide their email address to you so
that you can put them on your email list.
The item or items used as the incentives are frequently called lead magnets. This is because, like magnets, they
attract or draw your chosen audience or leads to your offer, which often involves a mailing list opt-in.
You can add the leads, who opts-in to special lists, where they receive speci c topic information designed to inform,
educate, engage, and inspire them to take suggested actions.
However, you will rst need to create an opt-in offer that includes a lead magnet or incentive. Lead Magnet Opt-in
Incentives When it comes to choosing an incentive for your offer, you have a wide range of options.
Here are a few lead magnet content formats that are used widely and successfully to provide readers with solutions,
info, and items they want and need most.
In the process, your opt-in incentives serve as product samples to new leads, as well as help you to grow and
maintain your potential customer base.
Checklists
Cheat Sheets
Spreadsheets
Free Trials
Step by Step Guides
Webinars
Create Effective Lead Magnets Everyone loves to get freebies.
However, you can’t offer just any old freebie and expect to get massive signups. While there are people who signup
for anything as long as it’s free, these freebie seekers are not your target market. Your target market has very speci c
characteristics and needs. It’s their qualities, situations, and pain points that you want to highlight and address in
your opt-in offers’ lead magnet incentive to make the overall opt-in offer more effective.
In addition to incorporating what you know about your target market, there are other strategies and essential
elements, which help ensure that your lead magnet is doing a good job.
Copyright © 2021
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Free 5 Day
Email Marketing Course
Learn how to grow an engaged email list of subscribers.
Learn more
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